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A formula is pointed out for min /sll, where the minimum is taken over all 
f-element antichains d of subsets of a r&tiset and d is the downset of d. 0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
M(k,, k,, . . . . k,) = M(k) denotes a multiset consisting of ki elements of 
type i, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, where k, 3 k, > ... 3 k, 3 1. For example M might be 
a set of k, + k2 + . . . + k, = K billiard balls, ki balls being of color i. We 
label a subset of M consisting of xi elements of type i, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, with the 
vector x = (xi, x2, . . . . x,) and identify the set S(k) of all subsets of M(k) 
with the set of vectors x with components satisfying 0 d xi d ki, i= 1, 
2, . . . . n. The rank of x is 1x1 = x1 + x2 + . . . + x,. 
A subset d of S is an antichain (or a Sperner family) if no two of its 
elements are related by setwise inclusion. The downset @’ of &’ is the set of 
all elements of S contained in some element of &, B(d) = 1, E -Ep 1x1 is the 
number of basic elements in d, and ldi is the cardinality of L&‘. 
The object of this note is to point out a formula for min ]&‘I, where the 
minimum is taken over all f-element antichains d of subsets of M. In the 
case of ordinary n-element sets, i.e., k,=k,= ... =k,=l, Kleitman [S] 
showed that this minimum is C:=, (y) if f = (;), where h < Ln/2_1. Clements 
[2, p. 1541 solved the general problem in the sense that he gave an 
algorithm for producing an f-element antichain d(f) with minimal 
downset. We remark in passing that max B(d), where the maximum is 
taken over all f-element families & for which & = &‘, is also known 
[ 1, Corollary 31. 
We now turn to a description of d(f). For any subset X of S, Xj 
denotes the vectors of X which are of rank j; Sj is called the jth rank. We 
abbreviate ISj(kl, . . . . k,)l to ($)k or, if k = (k,, kZ, . . . . k,,) is fixed, to (;), 
for I = 1, 2, . . . . n and j= 0, 1, . . . . k, + k, + ... + k,. In the case of ordinary 
n-element sets, (5) is the usual binomial coefficient (5). 
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Now order S in reverse lexicographic order by defining x < y if xi < yi for 
the largest integer i satisfying xi # yi. Thus, as subsets of M(3,2, l), the set 
(3,0,0) is less than the set (2, 1,0) just as three is less than twelve. The 
shadow TX of an element x of 5’ is the set of subsets of M obtainable by 
removing a single element of x: TX = S n ((x, _ 1, x2, . . . . x,), (x1, x2 - 1, 
x3, “‘, X-J, . . . . (XI, . . . . x, - , , x, - 1)); the shadow TX of a subset X of S is 
u xsxrx- 
It is useful to array S by writing its elements in increasing order from left 
to right and top to bottom with k, + 1 elements in a row and elements of 
the same rank in the same column. S(3, 2, 1) is arrayed in Fig. 1. 
Rank 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ooo 100 200 300 
010 110 210 310 
020 120 220 320 
001 101 201 301 
011 111 211 311 
021 121 221 321 
S(3, 2, 1) 
FIGURE 1 
d(f) is easily obtained if S has been arrayed as in Fig. 1. We assume 
that f< < LK;zJ > since there are no larger antichains [7]. Also [S, 
Lemma 11, (i:il)< (;) for Odidi,=min(LK/2], K-k,) sof= (:,) or 
there is a unique integer h satisfying (,: 1) <f < (;). If f = (;), 
d(f) = S, and min I&l = IS,1 = CF==, (;); otherwise 
where F(J, S,) denotes the first J elements of Sh and J is the smallest 
integer (perhaps 0) such that the antichain ,mZ( f) has exactly f elements. 
The first several elements of a rank is called an initial segment. The shadow 
of an initial segment is itself an initial segment [l, Lemma 31, so d(f) 
consists of the first J elements of rank h and the last f - J elements of rank 
h - 1. Since I’F(J, S,) consists of the elements of Sh ~ 1 which precede the 
Jth element of S1, it is easy to determine J from the S-array. For example, 
for the multiset M(3, 2, 1) with f = 4 we see from Fig. 1 that h = 2 and 
d(4) = F(3, S,) u (S, - TF(3, S,)) = (200, 110,020, OOl} and l&(4)1 = 
3+(:)+(:)=3+1+3.Ingeneral, 
min141=14(f)l=J+ 
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Clements also found [2] that d(f) minimizes B(d): 
min B(d) = B(d(f)) = Jh + (f- J)(h - l), (2) 
where the minimum is taken over allf-element antichains of subsets of M. 
But D. E. Daykin has given a more explicit formula for min B(d) in the 
case of ordinary sets [6, Theorem 18, c = l] and Clements has verified that 
his arguments go over to multisets. This multiset version of Daykin’s 
formula for antichains [3, Theorem 18, c = 1) can be described as follows. 
Let [i] denote the difference (i) - (j! r ). Then withfand h as above, take 
a(h) to be the largest integer such that f - (,,n r ) > [ “‘hh)]. Then take 
a(h - 1) to be the largest integer such that f - (,,: I ) z ["hh)] + [I"~:~)] 
and continue in this way until equality is attained: 
(3) 
Then 
In view of (3), this can be rewritten 
minB(.rd)=((‘(hh))+ .., +tQi”>)h 
+(f-((U;))+...+(ay))))ih-l). (4) 
Comparison of (2) and (4) reveals that J = (Or)) + . . + (“‘I’)), so in view 
of (1) we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If(hEl)<f< (i) andf- (,,nl) is given by (3), then 
where the minimum is taken over allf-element antichains of subsets of M(k). 
In the context of the example we considered above, the difference 
representation (3) off- ch:r) ~4-3 is just [$I, so minl&l= (z) + 
c;=,<;>=3+1+3. 
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In closing we remark that Daykin’s formula [6, Theorem IS] is more 
general than we have indicated above. It gives min B(d), where the 
minimum is taken over all f-element c-antichains d of subsets of an 
ordinary set. A family of subsets is a c-antichain if x0 c x1 c . . . c x, holds 
for no c + 1 of its elements. Thus our antichains are 1-antichains. Clements’ 
Theorem 18 in [3] purports to generalize Daykin’s result to c-antichains of 
subsets of a multiset, but several egregious errors [4] result in a formula 
that is correct only for c = 1. 
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